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This book is the final episode of Season One.  It's a new night and that means more of Theoden's

lessons, one of which I was still recuperating from. I was so out of control last night and if my current

physical condition is any indicator, my brothers definitely had their way with me. As far as my

relationship with Theoden goes, I can't help but feel drawn to him. I feel as though heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

accepting me as I'm accepting him in some morbid way. I don't know... maybe it's because I know I

don't have any choices. There's no way out for me. I'm his and we both know it. Maybe there's still

some fight left in me, some little nugget of Noel the man that hasn't been consumed by Noel the

vampire. One can hope. I do know that this night feels different, like IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢m coming to the last

lap of a long, rigorous race. What is to become of me when this night comes to an end?  Warning:

This novelette series contains hardcore sexual situations between men, not meant for sensitive

eyes. IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢m talking crude, lewd and full of attitude. This series will most likely either offend

you or get ya revved up. This series isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t going to be pulling any punches whatsoever, so

youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve been warned. Mature Adult Content meant for readers looking for something dark,

taboo, sexy, and unapologetic in their paranormal erotica. This is NOT a romance. This novelette is

approximately 28100 words.
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Noel lives in a future dystopian society where vampires rule over humans and where his fate as a

newly turned vampire to ThÃƒÂ©oden brings with it many rules and punishments for breaking those

rules. Noel has all but lost his humanity to this new vampire life. His last hurdle is to have sex with

his enemy, Jonah, the one who gave him up to the vampires in the first place. I

canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t tell you how angry I got throughout these books! I could have bitten a bag of

nails, I was so angry. I kept waiting for the story to have a twist and Noel would win out in some

way. BUT I couldnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t stop reading!!!!! This was the best M/M DARK paranormal

story I have ever read. This series MUST be read in sequence. Sooo good!

Noel has accepted his fate. Theoden takes him for a few more lessons to prove his fealty. As an

enemy must be embraced and new duties get thrust upon him, will Noel rise to the challenge in the

next part of this journey?In this series, Nicholas Bella takes us on a mind f*** like no other. What if

your will was taken from you and there was absolutely nothing you could do about it but embrace it?

Full of blood, sex, and death.....what more can you ask for in a dark twisted series????LOVE IT!!!!!

This is the final book in season 1, Chained in Darkness. As a finale, this gripping tale takes us out

with a bang! I loved how the author wrapped this up without backing off on Noel. It is a gritty raw

take on the paranormal story that has never been done quite like this. That is what drew me in, and

it is what has me panting for the next book. This series isn't for everyone. It is gritty, raw, and even

raunchy, but it has a purpose. Noel's new reality is not to be taken lightly. This ain't twilight.

Vampires here know they are at the top of the food chain and they will not be denied, for

anything!Noel is fast approaching the end of his transformation from Resistance fighter to full

fledged vampire, thanks to Theoden's very strict training. But the lessons are far from over, and

Noel is not going to like one of them for sure. He is trying to figure out if he has lost all of humanity,

or if he is now so entrenched, so attracted to his new life that everything he thought is over. He has

accepted his new desires, he understands much more now since his visit last night. He is

surrendering to Theoden because he realizes that he too needs them. Tonight, he will go out into

the city as a vampire. As Thoeden guides him on this journey, Noel is understanding what lessons

he is being taught, and for once, these lessons won't be painful to him. It is the humans who should

be afraid. Back at the house is a whole other journey, one Noel is not sure he can abide by. His

worst fear is about to be realized. Can he take this last lesson? Or will he find himself shut out from

the House of Theoden for good?If you love your vampires a bit on the dark side, this new series,



which will be back with a season 2, may be right up your alley. I love this new series and I cannot

wait to see where it goes next! But be warned, the author does not pull any punches, and anything

can happen in Noel's new world. I, for one, am loving this dark, gritty, and raunchy universe. Bring it!

I am always so exceed the next installment of this series comes out because it is just so good and

exciting and exceptionally well written with an excellent story line. This is a dark erotic story, so if it's

not your cup of tea don't bother to read it just to leave a bad review because it's not something you

like. You MUST read the books in order to understand theology and storyline. I am totally looking

forward to part two, I just hope we don't have to wait to long to find out what will happen next in

Noel's life. This is definitely one series that I recommend to friends and it is in my re-read pile.

Hot and intense series. It was fun, but lost interest in the other series, because i was hopping for the

main character Noel was different from his"brothers", but no, it's just another story where someone

succumbing to ThÃƒÂ©oden. For this, i would have preferred the story of the "priest".You identify

easyly with the cause of Noel, so you want him to be free and that also lead to human freedom, and

also to make pay traitors.It would also have accepted that ThÃƒÂ©odenhad feelings for Noel,

something like "you win his body, but not his heart". Ja ja.I did not like the "read minds power",

because you know that he can not scape, he can not think, it doesnt matther if he is smarth or good

person.

I honestly have mixed feelings about this series. If you take a glance at it, it is a sexed up vampire

story about a Master trying to teach his new kid to submit. On the other hand, it's a lot like 1984 but

with sex and rape. Theoden wants to completely break Noel so he can forge him into whatever he

wants him to be. The fact that he succeeds actually leaves me pretty sad. I mean, of you have had

your free will, even the freedom of your own thoughts taken away, what the hell else is there to live

for? Apparently, mindless sex is the answer.I want to like it but the underlying message is just too

creepy.

I loved the conclusion to this first New Haven story. Noel's journey from human to vampire really

became complete with this story.

Damn, I thought Noel was going to be allowed to kill Jonah. Even I find him annoying as hell.

Please, please kill Jonah.
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